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a b s t r a c t

We have been developing technologies for energy saving in the residential sector. Recently, we have
been concentrating our resources specifically into the development of polymer electrolyte fuel cell (PEFC)
cogeneration systems. The system has excellent energy saving characteristics. However, the total amount
of energy saved depends on how the system is operated. The characteristics of residential energy con-
sumption are more complicated than in industrial use and depend on individual living patterns. It is
eywords:
ogeneration
istributed generation
olymer electrolyte fuel cell
esidential

therefore not easy to develop a control method for a system that can be generally applied across a wide
variety of residential use.

In this paper, we propose a system configuration and operation planning method developed for a res-
idential PEFC cogeneration system. Using an operation planning method we developed, we demonstrate
that our system provides higher energy savings than the conventional method. The energy saving rates
are 15.9% under a large heat demand, 18.4% under a relatively high electrical demand and low heat

ive lo
demand, 1.3% under relat

. Introduction

Osaka Gas started developing 1 kW-class PEFC systems in 1999,
ncluding the development of an original natural gas fuel processing
ystem (FPS), an exhaust heat recovery unit (EHU), the evalua-
ion of a single cell membrane electrode assembly (MEA), and the
evelopment of an integrated PEFC cogeneration system with man-
facturers [1–3].

During this development, we noticed the importance of the
peration planning method in energy saving. In fact, in compar-
son with the conventional system consisting of a gas boiler and

thermal power plant, we can achieve effective energy saving
ith PEFC cogeneration, without the need for any special inven-

ion. However, the total amount saved is not high enough. It is
mportant to achieve an energy saving rate high enough to exem-
lify the capabilities of PEFC, and thus we have been developing the
echnology for energy saving, mainly focusing on the PEFC cogen-
ration system configuration and operation planning methods. The
EFC cogeneration system has the disadvantage that it makes use
f generated electricity only. It should also make effective use of

he heat energy, because the electric power generation efficiency
f PEFC is not significantly higher than the power generation effi-
iency of a thermal power plant. The operation planning method
e have developed focuses on the supply and demand of heat,

∗ Corresponding author. Tel.: +81 6 6460 7342; fax: +81 6 6464 2102.
E-mail address: kazushige-maeda@osakagas.co.jp (K. Maeda).

378-7753/$ – see front matter © 2009 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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w electrical and heat demands.
© 2009 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

whereas conventional methods of operation planning focus on the
supply and demand of electricity. Our control concept is based on
the “eco-will” gas engine residential cogeneration system [4]. The
important points in this operation planning method are effective
use of excess power consumption by the heater and radiator, and
our development technologies are able to achieve near maximum
energy saving levels for the target system.

Section 2 describes the system configuration of the PEFC cogen-
eration system, Section 3 describes the operation planning method
of the PEFC cogeneration system and its effect, and Section 4 states
our conclusions.

2. Approach and methodology

2.1. Special features of the developed PEFC system

The configuration of the PEFC cogeneration system is shown in
Fig. 1. The system consists of two sub-systems, a PEFC and an EHU.
The PEFC consists of an FPS, cell stack, grid connected inverter and
so on. The EHU consists of an auxiliary boiler and storage tank.
Basic operation of the system is as follows. The FPS reforms city gas
(natural gas) or liquefied petroleum gas into hydrogen (specifically,
reformed gas). Hydrogen reacts with oxygen in the MEA to gener-

ate electricity and heat. The electricity generated is converted into
AC power by a grid connected inverter, and the converted electric-
ity is supplied to the electrical load. The heat energy generated by
the FPS and cell stack is collected and stored in a storage tank as
hot water to supply the demand of heat. The PEFC cogeneration

http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/journal/03787753
http://www.elsevier.com/locate/jpowsour
mailto:kazushige-maeda@osakagas.co.jp
dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jpowsour.2009.12.075
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continuous operation. Continuous operation can be subdivided into
three operating modes according to the balance in the supply and
demand for heat. These calculations are carried out the basis of the
predicted electricity and heat consumption, the electric and heat
Fig. 1. Configuration of PEFC cogeneration system.

ystems developed by Osaka Gas with manufacturers has some
pecial features.

First, the system has a heater to absorb the excess electric power
enerated. The heater is needed because generally, the Japanese
lectric power corporations do not purchase excess power gener-
ted by residential cogeneration systems, and consequently, the
everse power cannot be fed back into the grid. As a result, an excess
lectric power management is necessary to prevent reverse power
ow into the grid. A heater is also installed in the residential gas
ngine cogeneration system sold under the name “eco-will.” The
co-will system only operates at nominal output because the effi-
iency of the gas engine with a partial load is much lower than
ith a nominal load, and so the system needs excess electric power
anagement. Other than this, PEFC cogeneration systems can be

ontrolled to follow the electric power demand. Many PEFC cogen-
ration systems did not have excess electric power management
n the beginning [5]. Basically, reverse power flow is not included
n the estimation of energy saving for this system [6]. However,
ur system has excess electric power management because the
stimated amount of reverse power was large.

Energy can be saved by including excess electric power manage-
ent in the operation planning method. The operation planning
ethod for a system that incorporates a heater can control the

eat–power ratio and improve the energy savings. Since use of a
eater should give greater energy savings than using an auxiliary
oiler, we use a heater to generate heat instead of an auxiliary
oiler. With electric load-following operation for low electrical
emand, the PEFC shows low efficiency. However, if there is large
emand for heat which cannot be covered just by the exhaust heat
enerated from the PEFC, the system will generate much more
ower than the electrical demand, and this excess power can be
onverted into heat to meet the heat demand. This improves the
otal efficiency of the PEFC in comparison with the conventional
peration planning method.

Next, the system has a radiator. The radiator prevents the
oolant temperature from exceeding its top limits. This makes con-
inuous operation possible even when the storage tank is full of
ot water. Continuous operation prevents the negative effects of
epetitive stop–start operation [7]. A reduction in the number of
tart-ups with non-continuous operation is necessary to improve
urability. If the actual heat demand arrives later than predicted
nd the storage tank is full of hot water, there is no way to shut
own the system without a radiator. In this case, the excess heat
aused by the difference in the timing of the heat demand will be
bsorbed by the radiator. Use of the radiator increases energy sav-
ngs overall, because continuous operation reduces start-up losses
n the PEFC.
These technologies work effectively by predicting the demand
or electricity and heat. A large amount of hot water is used to take
bath in Japan, and it is therefore important to predict the timing
nd the amount of heat needed to take a bath.
Fig. 2. Annual energy demand trends.

2.2. Operation planning method that saves energy

The operation planning logic is constructed to meet the pre-
dicted heat demand, mainly because a PEFC has a lower efficiency in
generating electricity than a power plant. It is important to predict
the demand for electricity and heat. We developed the prediction
method of the energy demand, but we do not mention it in this
paper.

Fig. 2 shows the annual energy demand trends at a test site for
a large-scale stationary fuel cell demonstration project by the New
Energy Foundation [6]. The heat demand through the year shows
large fluctuations compared with the electrical demand. Therefore,
an operation planning method is needed that can adapt effectively
to variations in the heat demand throughout the year. The operating
plan for the system needs to match the predicted energy demand.
The general flow chart of the operation planning logic is shown in
Fig. 3. This logic shows four PEFC operating modes. There are two
main operation planning methods: continuous operation and non-
Fig. 3. General flow chart of operation planning logic.
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fficiency of the PEFC, start-up losses in the PEFC, the efficiency
f the auxiliary boiler, the capacity of the storage tank, and the
hermal radiation rate for the storage tank and so on. The control
ogic is able to adapt to a range of systems configurations, including
ne that does not have an excess power consumption heater and/or
radiator [8–11].

For example, when a large demand for heat is predicted in the
inter, the control system estimates the optimum energy saving
ode between continuous operation or excess power operation

sing the heater. If the control system selects excess power oper-
tion, the control system plans the timing of the excess power
peration and generating power through the heater. At times other
han excess power operation, the PEFC system operates according
o the demand for electricity.

If a surplus of heat is predicted in the summer, the control
ystem searches for a combination of starting time and stopping
ime for the PEFC to achieve the optimum energy saving in non-
ontinuous operation mode. At the same time, control system
ompares energy saving of electrical demand following operation
sing radiator with restricted power operation that it is planed the
ime of restrict power operation and generating power in the time
s best continuous operation. Then the control system chooses the
est non-continuous operation plan and best continuous operation
lan and automatically selects the best operation plan in according
o the heat demand throughout the year. The planning scheme is
ormulated once a day and updated to match the stored heat every
0 min.

The values used in this paper are given by the following equa-
ions and constants. To meet an electrical energy demands of De(t)
kW] and a heat demand of Dh(t) [MJ], the required primary energy
n a conventional system is given by:

c =
∑

t

(
k1

De(t)
�pp

+ Dh(t)
�gb

)
, (1)

here k1 = 3.6 MJ kWh−1 is the constant for adjustment of unit,
pp = 0.366 is the electrical efficiency of the power plant, and �gb =
.7 is the heat efficiency of the gas boiler. For the PEFC system, the
equired primary energy is given by:

f =
∑

t

(
k1

(
Gi

e(t)
�fe

+ Bp(t)
�pp

)
+ Ab(t)

�gb

)
, (2)

here Gi
e(t) [kW] is the power generated by the PEFC, the index “i”

ndicates the control methods: i = 1 is the conventional method, i =
is the developed method. �fe and �fh are shown in Fig. 4 represent
he electrical and heat efficiencies of the PEFC system. Bp(t) [kW] is
he power supplied from the grid and given by:

p(t)

{
= De(t) − Gi

e(t), if De(t) − Gi
e(t) > 0

= 0, if De(t) − Gi
e(t) ≤ 0.

(3)

Fig. 5. Operation using a heater for excess power consum
Fig. 4. Characteristic curves of PEFC efficiency.

and Ab(t) [MJ] is the output of the auxiliary boiler given by:

Ab(t)

{
= Dh(t) − Sh(t), if Dh(t) − Sh(t) > 0
= 0, if Dh(t) − Sh(t) ≤ 0.

(4)

In Eq. (4), Sh(t) [MJ] is the heat energy stored in the storage tank
and is given by:

0 ≤ Sh =
∑

t

(
k1

Gi
e(t)
�fe

�fh − rp + k1Hp(t)

)
(1 − rtnk)stor ≤ Shmax, (5)

where Hp(t) [kW] is the power of the excess power consumption
of the heater represented by:

Hp(t)

{
= (Gi

e(t) − De(t))�h, if Gi
e(t) − De(t) > 0

= 0, if Gi
e(t) − De(t) ≤ 0,

(6)

where rp = 0.209 MJ is the radiation from the pipes, rtnk is the ther-
mal radiation from the hot water in the storage tank, stor is the
storage time in the storage tank, and �h = 0.9 is the efficiency of
the excess power consumption heater. The value of Sh(t) should
not exceed Shmax [MJ], which is the maximum heat energy that can
be stored in the storage tank within the limits of temperature and
volume. The rate of energy savings of the PEFC system over the
conventional system is represented by:

Res = Pc − Pf

Pc
× 100. (7)

It should be noted that the efficiencies of the equipment are
based on HHV (Higher Heating Value).
3. Results and discussion

The evaluations in this chapter are done by a computer simula-
tion because it is difficult to comparison the real PEFC system with
operation planning method developed and the imaginary system

ption: (a) plots for electricity and (b) plots for heat.
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Table 1
Developed method operation versus load-following operation.

Operation method Required primary energy [MJ/day] Rate of energy saving [%]

PEFC
Developed operation method (excess power operation) 281.9 15.9
Conventional operation method (load-following operation) 297.0 11.4

Conventional system 335.3 –

Fig. 6. Operation using the conventional method:

F
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ig. 7. Operation using a radiator for surplus heat: (a) plots for electricity and (b)
lots for heat

ith conventional operation method in the same condition. We use
he efficiency of the system measured in laboratory and other data
ecorded in the actual residence.
.1. Operation when a large heat demand is predicted

Actual system operation in Osaka Gas’s own Field Tests is shown
n Fig. 5. This figure shows the result of the operating method

Fig. 8. Operation without a radiator for surplus heat
(a) plots for electricity and (b) plots for heat.

developed with a heater and radiator. In this example, the auxil-
iary boiler turns on at 19:00 and 0:30 as shown in Fig. 5(b). Since a
large heat demand had been predicted (occurring at 18:00), the
PEFC system with the developed method generates much more
power than the electrical demand after 10:30, and this excess
power is converted into heat as indicated by Hp and stored as
Sh. As a result, the heat generated by the auxiliary boiler can be
reduced compared to load-following operation. Primary energy
for this method of operation versus the primary energy required
for conventional load-following operations are shown in Table 1.
Fig. 6 shows the same plots as in Fig. 5 for electric load-following
operations; i.e., for the conventional method. As this figure shows,
the auxiliary boiler output increases at about 18:00. In detail, the
boiler input using the PEFC system under the developed operation
decreases by 95.4 MJ day−1 compared with the conventional sys-
tem. In addition, the thermal power plant input also decrease by
112.1 MJ day−1 with the developed operating method compared
with the conventional system using PEFC. However, the PEFC sys-
tem under the developed operating method requires an input of
154.1 MJ day−1. As a result, we reduced the primary energy by
53.4 MJ day−1. In the same way, we can reduce the energy input

−1 −1
by 5.0 MJ day for the thermal power plant and by 33.3 MJ day
for the boiler, but this is an increase of 23.2 MJ day−1 for the
PEFC under the developed operation compared with the conven-
tional operation. As a result, we can reduce the primary energy by
15.1 MJ day−1.

: (a) plots for electricity and (b) plots for heat.
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Table 2
Developed method operation versus non-continuous operation.

Operation method Required primary energy [MJ/day] Rate of energy saving [%]

PEFC
Developed operation method (using radiator operation) 332.2 18.4
Conventional operation method (non-radiator operation) 351.3 13.7

Conventional system 406.9 –

Table 3
Developed method operation versus load-following operation.

Operation method Required primary energy [MJ/day] Rate of energy saving [%]

PEFC
10
11
10
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e
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s
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t
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Developed operation method (Non-continuous operation)
Conventional operation method (Load-following operation)

Conventional system

.2. Operation when a small heat demand is predicted

Another actual operating example is shown in Fig. 7. In this
xample, the radiator works from 16:00 to 17:00 intermittently.
he PEFC follows the electric load under restrained control inter-
ittently 16:00 and 17:00 to restrain the surplus heat. The reason

or the continuous operation is that the dumped heat is smaller than
he energy required to starting the PEFC system. For reference, non-
adiator operation is shown in Fig. 8. The storage tank is filled with
ot water at 15:45, a PEFC system without a radiator would have to
top. Sufficient storage space in the tank is necessary to restart the
EFC, and several MJ of energy are needed to start up the PEFC
ystem. Comparisons with the operation planning method with
on-continuous operation developed by simulation are shown in

able 2. Fig. 8 shows the case of non-continuous operation without
radiator; i.e., the conventional method. In detail, the boiler input
ecreases by 95.8 MJ day−1 using the developed PEFC system opera-
ion compared to the conventional system. And the thermal power
lant input also decrease by 166.3 MJ day−1 using the developed

Fig. 9. Non-continuous operation for surplus heat:

Fig. 10. Continuous operation for surplus heat: (a
0.5 1.3
3.3 -11.3
1.8 –

PEFC system operation compared with the conventional system.
But the developed PEFC system operation requires 187.4 MJ day−1

input to the PEFC system. In the same way, we can reduce the energy
input by 9.9 MJ day−1 for the boiler, by 22.3 MJ day−1 for the ther-
mal power plant, but we need an increase of 13.1 MJ day−1 for the
developed PEFC operation compared with non-radiator operation.
As a result, the conventional system requires 406.9 MJ day−1 for pri-
mary energy. The PEFC system can reduce the primary energy by
55.6 MJ day−1 under non-radiator operation. The developed oper-
ation planning method gives a decrease in primary energy of
19.1 MJ day−1 compared to non-radiator operation. This verifies
that the developed system has a larger energy-saving effect than
the non-radiator system or the conventional system.

Another example of operation is shown in Fig. 9. The PEFC starts

at 14:10 and stops at 22:10. Heat demand is very small. The heat
dumped into the radiator under continuous operation is bigger
than the energy needed to start the PEFC system. As a result, the
PEFC works when there is a large electric load or large demand
for heat. With this operation method, there are no starting con-

(a) plots for electricity and (b) plots for heat.

) plots for electricity and (b) plots for heat.
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itions for the PEFC system in a day; specifically, the PEFC does
ot work when there is enough hot water in the storage tank
ompared with the predicted heat demand. Therefore, the sys-
em sometimes stores heat for two or three days’ demand in a
ay; for example, prediction of the heat demand is extraordinar-

ly small for two or three days. Fig. 10 shows the case of electric
oad-following operations; i.e., the conventional method. A com-
arison of the developed operation method and load-following
peration is shown in Table 3. In detail, the boiler input decreases
y 22.0 MJ day−1 using the developed PEFC system operation com-
ared with the conventional system. The thermal power plant input
lso decrease by 19.4 MJ day−1 using the developed PEFC system
peration compared with the conventional system. But the devel-
ped PEFC system operation requires 40.1 MJ day−1 input for the
EFC system. In the same way, we can reduce the energy input by
3.1 MJ day−1 for PEFC operation but it increases by 1.5 MJ day−1

or the boiler, and by 48.8 MJ day−1 for the thermal power plant
nder the developed operation compared to non-radiator opera-
ion. As a result, the conventional system requires 101.8 MJ day−1

f primary energy. However, the PEFC system increases the primary
nergy by 11.5 MJ day−1 under load-following operation. Under the
eveloped operation method, the system reduces the energy by
ore than 1.3 MJ day−1 compared with the conventional system.

he total amount of primary energy required for the developed sys-
em is nearly equal to the conventional system because the system
orks for a short time only. However, we can see that the developed
ethod is superior for load-following operations.

. Conclusions

The residential PEFC cogeneration system we developed
chieved energy savings. Of course, we can get a small saving in
nergy simply by installing and operating a PEFC cogeneration
ystem. Our operation planning method was able to achieve max-

mum energy savings for the target system. Our studies revealed
hat the performance of the PEFC itself is important, but the oper-
tion planning method is also important. In the actual examples
hown in this paper, the developed operation planning method
chieved a higher reduction in primary energy than the conven-

[

[

urces 195 (2010) 3779–3784

tional system. The developed operation planning method selects
the operation mode according to the predicted heat demand. Non-
continuous operation and power restricted operation are selected
automatically for a small heat demand mainly in the summer.
Under excess power operation, the plan selects the excess power
heater for a large heat demand mainly in the winter season.
Furthermore, when generating excess power, the total efficiency
is bigger than with electrical demand-following operation. The
values of energy saving rate is 15.9% under a large heat demand,
18.4% under a relative large electrical demand and a small heat
demand, 1.3% under a relatively small electrical and heat demand.
The energy saved was 53.4 MJ day−1 for a large heat demand,
74.7 MJ day−1 for a relative large electrical demand and small heat
demand, and 1.3 MJ day−1 for a relative small electrical and heat
demand.
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